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023273-660 - TOUCH Soap Dispenser, white

from 8,65 EUR
Item no.: 335550

shipping weight: 0.60 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
TOUCH Soap Dispenser, white
A modern and simple soap dispenser from Umbra, easy to fill and guaranteed to give you pleasure. Because even everyday things should bring joy into your everyday life.
Touch is a simple and handy soap dispenser with a luxurious soft-touch finish. It is made of extremely robust material and is easy to clean.
Its unusual shape fits perfectly into the natural curvature of the palm of your hand, which makes it particularly pleasant and easy to use. It is also easy to fill. Simply unscrew the
clear container of the soap dispenser and fill it with liquid soap or detergent. Its wide opening makes filling particularly easy and prevents soap from spilling. Thanks to the
transparent container on the bottom, it can be quickly identified when it is time to refill with liquid soap or detergent.
The soap dispenser has a diameter of 7 cm, is 14 cm high and has a capacity of 230 ml. It is not only an enrichment for every bathroom, it also makes a great impression in every
kitchen and guest toilet.
The soap dispenser is part of the Touch bathroom collection, which was created for Umbra by designer Alan Wisniewski. This collection also includes soap dish (3355545),
bathroom trash can (335561), toilet brush (335558) and toothbrush holder (335555). In addition, the Touch collection is available in various classic and trendy colors, such as gray
(335548), ocean blue (335549), blush pink (335547) and black (335546).

● Designer: Alan Wisniewski
● Material: Abs (main)
● Weight: 200 g
● Colour: White
● Packaging dimensions (L x W x H): 10 x 7 x 13 cm (3.85 x 2.95 x 5.31 in)
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